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Abstract: While the Laplacian of a potential is rclated to
the sources of the field, the surface Laplacian has no obvious physical meaning. Difrerent considerations apply to
the body surface and to the heart surface. For the body
surface thene are unnesolved issues concerning uniqueness,
noise, and sur{ace culvatune. On the heart surface the
Laplacian may be derived from the surface Laplacian
under certain circumstances, yielding information on the
sounoes. The surface Laplacian acts as a spatial filterwhich
may be useful in separating local from distant activity.
The surfacehplacian, L, can be measured and studied on
two surfaces of interest in electrocardiolory. One is the surface

of the body. The other is the heart surface. The situations on
these two srrfaces are different. The body surface contains no
cardiac sources, while the heart surface generally will be in or
very near a region of electrically active tissue.
The use of the surface Laplacian for skin potentials was

first

proposed

by Hjort tU for

studying the electro-

encephalogram and later by He et al [2] for the electrocardiogram. One rationale is that L will give different and
perhaps more localized information concerning the sources
which give rise to the surface potential distribution, 0 [3].
It is apparent that the surface Laplacian has no information
not contained in the surface potential distribution, since if one
knows Q, one can calculate L. Use of the strface Laplacian
would therefore usually imply direct measurement of L rather
than a calculation of it from the potential distribution.
The surface Laplacian has no obvious physical meaning.
The Laplacian at a point, on the other hand, is related to the
sources at that point, and is zero in a source free region. The
earliest use of the suråce Laplacian was evidently by Kleber et
al in 1978 wtro studied epicardial potentials in the pig heart [4].
It is of interest to note that Kleber et al used the surface
Laplacian as a meaff; of estimating the total Laplacian, \PQ. The
total Laplacian would be extremely diffrcult to measure, and to
the best of my knowledge has not besn measured. If, however,
one can estimate the component of the Laplacian perpendicular
to tlre surface (z direction), then one can deduce

VQ from

L.

In

Kleber's shrdyttrcy arguedthatthe term involving the z direction
was srnall, and hence that L corresponded well to the Laplacian
and hence to the local sources.
Another situation where the Laplacian can be determined
ftomLiswtre,nttrelocal excitation is a plane wave moving with

constant velocity at the recording site

[5]. In this case the
The constant of proportionality d€perds on the angle of the direction of the wave with
respect to the surface. In general this angle is not known
Laplacian is proportional to

L.

precisely.

Another use of the surface Laplacian in studying epicardial electrograms is as a spatial filter. There is great
interest in deducing the time of local excitation from the
recorded electrograms. The signal has contributions from
distant as well as local activity. One way of ernphasizing local

activity with respect to distant activity is to use bipolar
recordings. The rationale is that the distant activity will
contribute almost equally to the potantials at each of the
elecfrodes, andhence cancel out when the difference is taken.
The bipolar recording has a disadvantage in that the
signal is strongly dependent on the direction of wave propagation relative to the oris of the electrode pair. The bipolar
sipalwouldbe expected to vanish when the electrode pair is
oientedparallel to the wavefront. The surface Laplacian, on
the other han{ does not extribit this directional sensitivity. As
a matter of fact it is theoretically invariant with respect to a
rotation about the z axis. Furthermore L would be expected
to attenuate the distant activity more strongly than a bipolar
recording.
lrt us consider L on the body surface. One question of
interest is whether L uniquely determines Q. If we know L
everywhere on a closed surface, can we deterrrine $? This
grestionfalls intothecabgory of an inverse problem which in
generaldoesnothave a unique solution. We have shown that
the problem is unique for a sphere. See below. We do not
knoqhowevetr, of a proof of ruriqueness for a ge,neral closed
srrface.
Another question is that of signal+o-noise ratio. It has

been shown that

in

certain circumstances use

of

L to

determine sources with the aid of a inverse solution has good
properties as far as additive noise is concerned [6]. It is,
however, unclear as to wtrat noise level is reasonable to expect

in L compared to that in Q. In general the noise level increases whenever a signal is differentiated. L involves a
second derivative. If the electrodes used to measure L are
close to a sotuce of skeletal muscle noise, then this noise
might be relatively large in the surface Laplacian recording.
The local curvature of the surface must also be considered. If the surface is reasonably flat, then L is well
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approximated by efil8;rz + ö Qnf . For an aöitrary surface
one can use the general expansion in orttrogonal curvilinear
coordinanes. fur unansrered ryestim is what eror is introduced
with a practical surface Laplacian electrode on I non-planar
surface.

Proof of uniqueness of L on a sphere follows. Consider
that Q is expanded in terms of spherical hannonics, S-. In
spherical coordinates a point on the srface of the sphere is at
(R 0, 0). Then
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It then follows that for
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Hence if the spherical harmonic expansion of L is known then
the spherical harmonic expansion of the surface potential, and
hence the surface potential itse[ can be determined.
We have investigated the use of the surface Laplacian on
the epicardial surface of a dog heart in a four day infarct model.
Electograms were recorded overlying a region of injury simul-

taneously from

l2l

sites with an electrode array with inter-

electode spacing of I rmr f,81. Lwas calculated using the four
rrcighbuing elecfiode sites. Propagation in the border zone was
modeled by a plurar wave nroving with uniform velocrty parallel
mölique to th€ epicardial surface [9]. Computer model results
showed that the anrplifirde of L diminished as interelecrode
disancebecame larger than 0.1 mm. The amplihrde also fell as
tlre distanoe ofthe wave frcrn the snrface increased. The surface
Laplaciandetermined from recorded electrograms in most cases
strowed a sharp deflection with a zubstantial reduction in the QS
wave arising from distant sources. It was concluded that the
sdacekplacian can be useful as a spatial filter to extract local
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